Washing Syringes

1. Prepare a container of soapy water
2. Pull water into each syringe two times to clean the inside of syringes
3. Wash syringe tip with a blue sponge and dawn dish soap to clean exterior
4. Wash inside of syringes with bottle brushes covered in soapy water
5. Separate syringe into components and rinse each component separately
6. Place in Chlorhexidine for 10 minutes
7. Remove syringe components and rinse with tap water
8. Put syringe components back together with syringe plunger pulled as far out as possible
9. Place syringe components in metal basket with tips facing towards center of the basket to dry
10. Once components have dried, put syringe together and put away based on size (drawers are labeled)

WATCH A VIDEO ON WASHING SYRINGES

VIDEO LENGTH: 2:29

SCAN THE QR CODE BELOW WITH YOUR PHONE

OR GO TO vimeo.com/354761257